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“A major fight over the next 4 years will be over who is and is not allowed to be heard on the internet, 
and who wields the power to police discourse”

 

Throughout the Obama-Biden reign and especially as it came to a close, Obama administration officials
flooded into Silicon Valley, taking top jobs at Google, Facebook, Twitter, Amazon, and other Big Tech 
entities.  Now Biden is tapping the Obama admin-Silicon Valley revolving door for top spots in his 
administration.

The cozy relationship and revolving door between the Obama-Biden admin and Big Tech was well-
documented.  Here’s just a sampling:

• CNN  : Obama’s staff is taking over Silicon Valley 
• Politico  : Obama-Google connection scares competitors 
• Breitbart  : Facebook Has Dozens of Ex-Obama and Ex-Hillary Staffers in Senior Positions 
• NY Mag’s Intelligencer  : For Ex-Obama Officials, the Revolving Door Swings Open to Silicon 

Valley 
• The Intercept  : The Android Administration: Google’s Remarkably Close Relationship With the 

Obama White House, in Two Charts 

Obama-Biden admin alums swarmed into Silicon Valley, and now Biden is turning to Big Tech to fill 
key roles in his transition landing teams and in his administration.

Biden transition is quietly putting Google and Facebook employees into its transition 
landing teams. pic.twitter.com/UI2QZKTcz6

— Matt Stoller (@matthewstoller) December 11, 2020

There’s a lot of sensitivity among progressives and some conservatives to the Biden admin 
tapping leaders with ties to Silicon Valley. These four were part of the Obama admin before
going to work for tech companies.

— Steven Overly (@StevenOverly) December 11, 2020

Nothing to see here… pic.twitter.com/VR3WQakVE9
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— Kyle Kashuv (@KyleKashuv) December 11, 2020

It’s no accident that the Democrat/Media/Big Tech axis is working overtime to suppress news, opinion, 
viewpoints that don’t toe the Democrat line and socialist/communist agenda. They are, after all, going 
to be richly rewarded. Banana republic style.

If, during an election, tech giants take unprecedented steps to censor the internet to prevent 
the spread of incriminating reporting about a candidate, then of course that candidate, upon 
winning, should turn key government posts over to them.

Anything else would be ungrateful. https://t.co/AFgWrpjuBF

— Glenn Greenwald (@ggreenwald) December 12, 2020

The social media giants censor your political opponent during the elections – so you reward
them with cushy jobs inside government when the election is over.

This is banana republic stuff. Our democracy will not survive it. https://t.co/IhQTfz2dEt

— Emerald Robinson  (@EmeraldRobinson) December 12, 2020

Some of the wokesters are quitting their jobs in protest that Facebook is not sufficiently suppressing 
any and all dissent—including mainstream right-wing platforms—as anti-democracy “hate speech.”

Important article from @BuzzFeedNews. It’s about how many Facebook employees 
believe that content from mainstream right-wing sites — eg, Fox and @DailyCaller — is 
“hate speech,” and must be censored from the platform. They’re quitting in protest: 
https://t.co/wfXUK1Zza9

— Glenn Greenwald (@ggreenwald) December 12, 2020

A major fight over the next 4 years will be over who is and is not allowed to be heard on 
the internet, and who wields the power to police discourse.

The people who spent 4 years screaming “Fascism!” ironically want the US Govt & tech 
giants to unite to censor their adversaries.

— Glenn Greenwald (@ggreenwald) December 12, 2020

None of this bodes well for the right, center-right, conservatives or anyone else who is skeptical about 
the radical left’s plan to remake America and “build back better” while silencing anyone who dares 
challenge—or even question—these disastrous  unAmerican policies.

If you haven’t already, start preparing now for the great decoupling.
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